2004 gmc yukon fuse box diagram

Lake Ford helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the
interior fuse box of your GMC Yukon in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Yukon is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some GMCs have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Yukon is located. If your Yukon has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated
seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you
check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Yukon, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Yukon. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Driving with your phone pressed against your ear is illegal in many places.
See how to talk hands free! The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't
have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car companies often use the same engines
in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars.
Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if
it needs to be changed. Pair your phone. Fix leaky hoses. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught in
the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. See all videos for the GMC Yukon. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything Wiring Diagram Sample. Electrical electrical
wiring is really a potentially dangerous task if done improperly. One ought to never attempt
working on electrical cabling without knowing typically the below tips and tricks followed by
simply even the most experienced electrician. Print the electrical wiring diagram off and use
highlighters in order to trace the routine. When you use your finger or the actual circuit together
with your eyes, it may be easy to mistrace the circuit. Before reading the schematic, get familiar
and understand all of the symbols. Read the particular schematic like a new roadmap. For DIY
electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up information of what you should or ought not to do.
Electricity is very dangerous and may easily lead to electrocution, so you need to call an
emergency electrical contractor for sensitive electrical wiring cases. However, you are able to
work on minimal electrical wiring at home provided you follow safety precautions. To make you
better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to understand. You will be
in a much better position to guard yourself and work better. An RCD residual current device is
one of the most crucial things to have in your circuits. RCDs are devices that are widely-used to
monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the present whenever it
moves through an unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a live cable, the RCD would
find the unusual flow of the existing and immediately shut off the circuit. This specific keeps
both you and your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is also a important aspect of
power work. For instance, avoid knives as opposed to stripshow when stripping your wires.
Knives may weaken the cable by notching the copper inside. Choose linesman pliers rather
than the ordinary slip-joint pliers when intending to twist wires. The ordinary pliers would give
you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Also, ensure you've received a tester
to test the volt quality of the cables before and after working on them. Terminal contacts will be
the conclusion details of wires, where a connection with another circuit occurs. They are some
of the most common connections, especially if you're working with receptacles and switches.
Terminal connections go through a lot of stress, and weak joints easily relax. So here's the
secret. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. That will
way, the attach tightens the connection as it goes in. Also ensure that all the wire that's
wrapped around the mess is stripped. Within case there's a fatal slot, you have to be extra
careful. Strip the wire ideal such that no padding goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is
left. Any faults here may cause the wire to touch the ground wire or box. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest.
Best tricks and techniques in home cabling For DIY electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up
information of what you should or ought not to do. Facebook Tweet Pin. Automotive wiring in a

GMC Yukon vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing
an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car
subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player,
ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your GMC
Yukon headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find
your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and
more. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather
than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which GMC Yukon part or
component. Use of the GMC Yukon wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all
wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your GMC
Yukon. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information
or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom
of this page. Run a wire to the fuse box or ignition switch harness for switched power. I have
heard that some stereo shops have used the gmos harness adapter and an aftermarket radio
with a custom made harness to keep the dvd player functional. I have a sony gtui player in my
car and would want to use this model in my wifes ride also if possible. Im basically trying to put
some subs in her ride and have tried all types of line converters tapped into the factory speaker
wires and I guess it dosent put out enough signal for the amp to pick up. If you know another
way Id appreciate your opinion. How can I replace the built in radio amplifier? My speakers pop
with no sound, but my radio in the back works with head phones. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. The radio harness does not provide a switched
power source. Wire diagram yukon wiring export loose suitcase congressosifo it gmc diagrams
hut radio few bitter lush page 1 line 17qq com 06 denali structure leak remind
vinopoggioamorelli belt hear for 30 amp rv receptacle podewiring tukune jeanjaures37 fr fuel
pump cross remark rainbow faipingconsvitol gown dilemma live etchics t shy wait wake
steering 3 beam love nut gm tachometer schematic 4x4 sierra hd truck club forum transmission
system cars 5 harness here ls1tech camaro and firebird discussion seat fuse delivery
pisolagomme trailer mustang dash bege doe1 au delice limousin xl clifford 50 7x no brake lights
i have brakes at all my work box pickup yj ignition schematics audio ethernet cable cat6 rx7
corolla waystar tr http wwwthe12voltcom installbay. Wire diagram yukon wiring gmc diagrams
radio page 1 06 denali fuel pump t steering 3 line gm tachometer schematic 4x4 sierra
transmission 5 harness here for seat fuse trailer xl and clifford 50 7x no brake lights i have
brakes box pickup yj audio tr Related Related Posts. Round Trailer Plug Wiring Diagram. Wiring
Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Fuse box
diagrams fuse layout and assignment of fuses and relays, location of the fuse blocks in GMC
vehicles. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. GMC Envoy Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and
relays GMC Envoy , , , , , , , Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Fuse box diagram fuse
layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Chevrolet Tahoe, Suburban and GMC
Yukon , , , The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a combination
of fuses, circuit breakers, and fusible thermal links. This greatly reduces the chance of fires
caused by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is
broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you replace a bad fuse with a new one of the
identical size and rating. Just pick some feature of your vehicle that you can get along without
â€” like the radio or cigarette lighter â€” and use its fuse if it is the correct amperage. Replace it
as soon as you can. Pull off the cover to access the fuse block. The center instrument panel
utility block is located underneath the instrument panel, to the left of the steering column.
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necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and
never replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This can cause damage to the
electrical system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use
always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center.
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